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In this report we treat the following differential equation for C-valued
function"

Du=Au,
where D=(1/i)(3/3t) and
A E(x) -/
(1)
j=l

AD E(x) -/,

A’s are m m constant hermitian matrices, and E(x) is a continuous m
hermitian matrix valued function with

m

OclI_E(x)_c2I
for some constants c and c. A can be extended to a self-adjoint operator
on =L(R). If we substitute E(x) with I in (1), we have a differential
operator of constant co.efficients

.

A=

AD.

,

and A is regarded
A can also be exended o a sel-adjoin opera,or on
as a perturbed operator o A The main resul whieh we shall report here
is he existence heorem o he wave operator between A and A. We consider he ease tha the perturbation is long-range. More precisely we
assume ha
Assumption (E). 1) E(x) C(R).
for 3>0 and
2) 13(E(x)--I)l(l+lxl)
The operator W is called the wave operator if the limit
(2)
Wu= lim ete-tu (U e (A))

--

,

exists. In the case of the short-range (> 1) it is already known that, for
wide class of A W exists and is complete (see for example [3]). But it
does not exist generally when the perturbation is long-range (0 (1).
Then we should consider the modified wave operator. The fundamental
problems of the theory of long-range perturbation are the existence and
completeness of the modified wave operator. However ew works have been
treated related to the spectral theory o systems with long-range perturbations. There are only the works related to the limiting absorption principle
([3], [4]). Then unlike the se o the short-range the existence theorem
is the first step of this theory.
On A we assume the following. We put

A()

A

(symbol

o A).
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Then

1) A is strongly propagative, that is, for some d
when =/= 0.
rank A() m-- d

Assumption (F).

2) We put
p0-max
R

{distinct positive eigenvalues of A()},

and

.

po--(m-d)/2.

Remark. The condition 2) is equivalent to that the multiplicities are
all simple for almost all e R
Example (Maxwell equation). We consider the Maxwell equation in
crystals"
V X E+/Zo(H/t) O,
V X H-- t(E/t): O,
where =() is a tensor dielectric constant and /0 is a scalar magnetic
and be eigenvalues of
permeability. Let
We may assume that

- --

.

,

,

There are three classes which are defined by the condition (i)
(ii)
or
and (iii) =--% (isotropic). The classes (i) and (ii)
satisfy Assumption (F), and the class (iii) does not satisfy (refer to C. H.
Wilcox [5]).
The eigenvalues of A() can be enumerated as follows"

o()>... _>(,)>,()-:o>_()_>... >_o().

And/() denotes the projection onto the eigenspace associated
Z( denotes a set given by
Z {eR

-

with 2().

.() 0() for some ] =/= k}.
We put A(x, )--E(x)-/A()E(x) and
p(x)--max (distinct positive eigenvalues of A(x, )}.
R
Then the eigenvalues of A(x, ) are also enumerated as
2()(x, )_>. _>2(x, )>2()=0
> _(x, )_>... _>_()(x, ).

/(x, ) and Z

can also be defined similarly.
Then we have
Proposition. Under Assumptions (E)and (F) the following facts
hold"
There exists an RO such that
when xl>R.
p(x)=po
ii) There exists a family of open neighborhoods {V}>. of Z() such
that
(x)

r>R

and

Z(>cV,z
iii) Let KcRn\Z( be compact.
if r> R. Then

for Ixl=r.
Take R of i) so large that K

I((x, )-())l<_C(x}-’-
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for [1, I1-- 0 and (x, ) e {I xl) R} K.

I(P(x, )-())l_ C(x)-e { x) R} X K.
and
)
(x,
Ifll_O
for I[,
Here C is uniform for (x, ) e { x> R} K.
As stated above the limit (2) does not exist when the perturbation is
long-range. We seek the modified wave operator as the following form"
iv)

Wu= lim etXtu
Here Xt is an operator on

X=

(u e

given by

e-,P(gW(t, ), )()d,

()-

where W(t, )’s are uneions eonsrueted in the lemma given soon later
and D’s are open domains defined by
for t e [t, t,+ )
9 9,
with {tt} and {gt} given in the same lemma.
Then we state the lemma in the case of to.
Lemma. Under Assumptions (E) and (F), let {t}= be a given sequence
with t< t. and lim t=
Then there exists a sequence of conic open
sets {9}=0 with 9o9.. and 7=0 9=RZ ), and there exists a solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations

.

on

.

=

[tt, )9 which satisfies, for any e KRnZ a compact set.
1) If t is suciently large, V K=
2) IW(t, )lGCt [or
3) O(t-W(t, )-())l+l((gW, )-())Ct for laO.
4) For r>0, W(t, r)=rW(t, ).
5) WAt, -)= W_(t, ).
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Theorem 3.8 of [1].
The main result is stated as the following.
Theorem. The modified wave operator

W

-

s-lim eX

exists, and it is a partial isometric operator with the intertwining property
D is
D
isA
ZOu
We
for s e R and u e (A).
Wu
Details and the proof of this theorem are given in [2].
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